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Effect of mosaicity in x-ray studies of critical behavior at the nematic to smectic-A transition
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Previous studies of critical behavior at the nematic to smectic-A transition by high-resolution x-ray scatter-
ing were performed using low magnetic fields of 0.1–0.8 T. In those studies, the transverse resolution was
limited by the sample mosaicity which complicated data analysis. In order to understand the effect of sample
mosaicity on the measured values of critical exponents, the divergence of the smectic order correlation lengths
j i ,' and susceptibilityso was studied in a magnetic field ranging from 0.25 to 5 T. The use of high~5 T! field
reduced the sample mosaicity and improved the effective transverse resolution by almost two orders of mag-
nitude. Three liquid crystals, two mixtures of 6th and 7th homologs of 4,48-dialkylazoxybenzene~DnAOB!
and 4-n-octylcyanobiphenyl~8CB! were studied. 15 wt%~D6.15AOB! and 40 wt%~D6.4AOB! mixtures of
D7AOB in D6AOB have a wide nematic range, while 8CB has a narrow nematic range. Analysis of the data
at different fields revealed a different and proper way to apply the mosaicity correction. The Gaussian mosa-
icity correction was found to be temperature independent but significantly (;3.5 times! smaller than the width
of the sharpestq'-scan, which has traditionally been used for mosaicity correction in all previous studies. The
values of the critical exponents measured over almost four decades of reduced temperature were:n i50.79
60.02, n'50.6960.02, g51.4660.04 for D6.15AOB;n i50.7960.02, n'50.6760.02, g51.4460.04 for
D6.4AOB; andn i50.7060.02, n'50.5260.02, g51.2460.04 for 8CB. The results for the two mixtures
suggest that in wide temperature range nematics, far from the tricritical point, the exponents may be material
independent. No significant effects of mosaicity on the values of the coefficientc of the fourth-order term in the
structure factor were observed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.051707 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 61.10.2i, 61.30.Eb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystals can be simply described as anisotropic
ids. A wide variety of phases and phase transitions are
hibited by liquid crystals. These transitions are physical
alizations of a number of unique systems for whi
theoretical predictions have been made. One of the mos
teresting and most extensively studied phase transition
the nematic to smectic-A ~NA! transition. It is an example o
a simple transition at which a system freezes~melts! in one
dimension. However, after three decades of intense rese
on this topic, the NA transition still remains poorly unde
stood. One of the serious problems is our inability to obt
reliable quantitative structural information in the close vic
ity of the transition due to poor transverse resolution, wh
is determined by the sample mosaicity. In this paper,
report the results of a high-resolution x-ray diffraction stu
of the NA transition under a high~5T! magnetic field. The
use of a high-field improved the effective transverse reso
tion by almost two orders of magnitude over previous stud
and allowed us to obtain results, which were essentiallyfree
of mosaicity effects. The low-field data, analyzed withou
mosaicity correction, clearly demonstrated the artifact of m
saicity, which could be mistakenly attributed to crossov
behavior. Using high-field mosaicity-free results as a re
ence revealed a different and proper way to correct the l
field data for the effects of mosaicity.

This paper has five sections. The following section give
background of the NA transition and briefly reviews existi
theoretical models and associated critical behavior. T
structure factor for smectic fluctuations above the transit
1063-651X/2002/66~5!/051707~13!/$20.00 66 0517
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and a sample mosaicity are discussed in Sec. III. Sec
provides experimental details including the x-ray spectro
eter, sample alignment, temperature control, and the meth
ology used. The results are presented and discussed in
last section and are followed by conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND

The nematic~N! phase has orientational but no trans
tional order with long molecular axes aligned, on avera
parallel to the unit vectorn̂ called the director. The conven
tional nematic order parameter is a symmetric traceless
sor @1#,

Qi j 5SS ninj2
1

3
d i j D ,

whereS5^ 3
2 cosu21

2&, u is the angle between the long mo
lecular axis and the director,^•••& means statistical averag
ing over all molecules andna(a5x,y,z) are the director’s
components in the laboratory frame. The magnitudeS pro-
vides a measure of the degree of orientational order.

At the NA transition, the continuous translational symm
try of the nematic phase is broken, which results in cond
sation of a one-dimensional density waver(z) alongẑi n̂ and
formation of the smectic-A ~SmA! phase. Near the transition
the density wave is often approximated by a simple s
wave. The SmA order parameter is the coefficientC of the
spacially dependent term in the Fourier series expansio
r(z) with periodd equal to the smectic layer spacing@1#;
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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r~z!.ro$11Re@Ceiqoz#%,

whereqo52p/d andro is the density in the nematic phas
whereC is equal to zero.

Therefore,C can be represented as a complex numbe

C5uCue2 iqou,

whereuCu is the amplitude of the translational order, whi
the phase factor (qou) defines the position of the smect
layers.

Using a phenomenological Landau approach, de Gen
@2# wrote the following expression for the SmA free ener

FNA5
1

2E d3r H auCu21
b

2
uCu41ciu¹iCu2

1c'u~¹W'2 iqodn̂!Cu2J 1FN~Ki !, ~1!

where a, b, and ci ,' are typical Landau expansion coeffi
cients with the gradient term having different contributio
from the directions parallel and perpendicular to smectic l
ers; FN(Ki) is the Frank elastic energy of director fluctu
tions @3#

FN~Ki !5
1

2E d3r $K1~¹W •n̂!21K2~ n̂•¹W 3n̂!2

1K3@ n̂3~¹W 3n̂!#2%.

Here Ki5Ki
o1dKi , whereKi

o’s are the bare values of th
splay, twist, and bend elastic constants.

There are several factors complicating the nature of
NA transition compared to the other transitions which a
also described in terms of a two component complex or
parameter. First of all, the coupling between the orientatio
and translational orders, so-calledC-S coupling, can change
the sign of the fourth-order coefficientb in Eq. ~1! and drive
the NA transition first order@1#. The crossover from critica
to tricritical and then to first-order behavior with decreasi
nematic range was also predicted within the framework
microscopic mean-field theory by McMillan@4# and Koba-
yashi @5#. Another very important feature of the NA trans
tion is the coupling betweenC and nematic director fluctua
tions, or the dn̂-C coupling. Inclusion of this coupling
described byc'u(¹W'2 iqodn̂)Cu2 in the SmA free energy
allowed de Gennes to recognize the analogy between Eq~1!
and the Landau-Ginzburg free energy for superconduc
@2#. Using this analogy Halperin, Lubensky, and Ma@6# pre-
dicted that the NA transition should always be at le
weakly first order. The superconductor analogy, howeve
not complete because of the broken gauge invariance@7# and
the absence of true long-range order in the smectic phase
to the Landau-Peierls instability@8,9#.

In spite of these complications, the NA transition was,
first, expected to be in the 3d-xy universality class@2#. How-
ever, experimental observations@10# contradicted this predic
tion and indicated a profound effect of the two couplings
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the nature of the transition. Two major features of this tra
sition are nonuniversal critical behavior and weak anisotro
in the critical exponentsn i ,' describing divergence of the
correlation lengthsj i ,'5j i ,'

o t2n i ,' in the directions parallel
and perpendicular to smectic layer normal. Here,t5(T
2TNA)/TNA is the reduced temperature,TNA is the transition
temperature, andj i ,'

o are the bare correlation lengths. Se
eral different theoretical approaches, mostly based on
Landau-de Gennes free energy, were developed in attem
to resolve these issues. Monte Carlo studies of the lat
model@11,12# suggest that the NA transition should be in t
inverted 3d-xy universality class with isotropic (n i5n'

5nxy) critical exponents. On the other hand, the dislocatio
mediated melting theory@13# predicts strongly anisotropic
behavior (n i52n'), in agreement with the existence of
n i52n' fixed point in the anisotropic scaling theory@14#.
Gauge transformation theory@15# predicts different diver-
gences of correlation lengths measured by x-ray diffract
and light scattering and predicts that the x-ray correlat
lengths should display a crossover from isotropic (n i5n'

5nxy) to strongly anisotropic (n i52n') divergence. Self-
consistent one-loop calculations@16# predict a gradual cross
over from isotropic to strongly anisotropic (n i52n') behav-
ior, and a broad region of weak anisotropy (1<n i /n'

<4/3) consistent with experimental observations. Fina
Garland et al. @17# showed that possible corrections-t
scaling terms also could play an important role in describ
critical behavior at the NA transition. Though some aspe
of experimental results agree with predictions of one or
other model, none of the existing theories can explain
features of the results@10# obtained by x-ray diffraction, light
scattering, and heat capacity measurements.

III. SMECTIC STRUCTURE FACTOR, SAMPLE
MOSAICITY, AND DATA ANALYSIS

Our theoretical understanding of the NA transition, as d
scribed in the preceding section, is very complicated, qu
controversial, and far from complete. This emphasizes
importance and need for reliable, high-precision experim
tal measurements, which would help one select the most
propriate theoretical approach. Experimental data in
close vicinity of the transition is of special interest, since
crossover to strongly anisotropic behavior (n i52n') in this
region is predicted by some models@15,16#. One of the
sources of reliable results is high-resolution x-ray diffracti
experiments, which directly probe the smectic density flu
tuations in the nematic phase. However, to extract cor
values of the smectic order correlation lengths and susce
bility, one has to know both, the structure factor and t
experimental resolution. The latter is strongly affected by
sample mosaicity in the vicinity of the transition.

Using the harmonic approximation and neglecting t
thermal fluctuations of the director, one obtains a sim
Lorentzian form for the structure factor of smectic fluctu
tions in the nematic phase@1#. However, McMillan@18# ob-
served a non-Lorentzian behavior of the x-ray scattering p
file in the q' direction. He also reported anisotropy of th
critical exponents for the correlation lengths. These intere
7-2
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EFFECT OF MOSAICITY IN X-RAY STUDIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051707 ~2002!
ing features were later confirmed in all x-ray studies of
critical behavior at the NA transition.

In a later study with significantly improved instrument
resolution and temperature stability, Als-Nielsenet al. @19#
found that the x-ray scattering data were adequately
scribed by the following modified Lorentzian structure fac

S~qW !5
so

11j i
2~qi2qo!21j'

2 q'
2 1cj'

4 q'
4

~2!

convoluted with the instrumental resolution function. He
so is the susceptibility of the smectic order parameter, wh
diverges at the transition with the critical exponentg, so
so5so

ot2g (so
o is the bare value!. Als-Nielsenet al. showed

that the empirical fourth-order correction term with free
adjustable parameterc improved the goodness-of-fit param
eterx2 for the transverse scan by 10–30 times and could
as large as 10% of the second term inq' . They suggested
that the large fourth-order corrections originated from spl
mode director fluctuations and represent a precursor to
anticipatedq'

2412h line shape in the smectic phase@20#. The
structure factor of Eq.~2! became well established and w
used in the majority of subsequent x-ray studies of the
transition@10#.

In some studies@21,22#, the x-ray data were also fit to a
alternative form of the structure factor given by a Lorentz
raised to the power 12h'/2 along the transverse direction

S~qW !5
so

j i
2~qi2qo!21~11j'

2 q'
2 !12h'/2

, ~3!

where 22,h',0 is an empirical exponent that is free
adjustable in the fits. Both Eqs.~2! and~3! have four adjust-
able parameters with weakly temperature dependent pa
etersc or h' reflecting a crossover in the transverse li
shape, which changes from Lorentzian squaredc
.0.25,h'.22) at larget to Lorentzian-like (c&0.001,h
.0) at smallt nearTNA @22#. The experimental data studie
in Refs.@21,22# were fit equally well with both equations an
the critical exponents were found to be essentially the sa
for both line shapes. Moreover, Nounesiset al. @22# showed
that even using Eq.~2! with fixed value c50 does not
change the values ofn i ,' andg. Thus, they concluded tha
the precise line shape used in describing a non-Lorent
correction to the x-ray scattering profile has no signific
effect on the values of the critical exponents. A similar co
clusion was made by Chanet al. @23#, who used a slightly
different form of Eq.~3! to analyze the x-ray data.

A somewhat different approach was used by Bouwm
and de Jeu@24# to account for the non-Lorentzian profile o
the transverse x-ray scans. Following the assumption in
duced by Als-Nielsenet al. @19#, they attributed the fourth-
order correction in the transverse direction to splay-mo
director fluctuations. It was argued that the temperature
pendent line shape results from the competition between
termsc'u(¹W'2 iqodn̂)Cu2 andK1(¹W •dn̂)2 in Eq. ~1! for the
smectic free energy. Close toTNA , the c'u(¹W'2 iqodn̂)Cu2

term should become very small~since it disappears in th
05170
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smectic phase! and the line shape should be dominated
the quartic term originating fromK1(¹W •dn̂)2. On the other
hand, further away fromTNA, the above assumption is no
valid and the contribution of thej'

2 q'
2 term originating from

c'u(¹W'2 iqodn̂)Cu2 becomes more important. Thus, it ca
be concluded@24# that, for a givenq' , the contribution of
the quartic term becomes dominant close toTNA . This is
quite opposite to the earlier discussed statement from@21,22#
that the transverse line shape changes from a Lorentzian
TNA to a Lorentzian squared at larget. This statement was
based on the small value of the parameterc in the vicinity of
TNA . For that reason, a modified form of the structure fact
different from Eq.~2! in the quartic term, was used@24#

S~qW !5
so

11j i
2~qi2qo!21j'

2 q'
2 1js

4q'
4

. ~4!

Here, the magnitude of the quartic term is given explicitly
an independent correlation lengthjs (s for splay!, which is
assumed to diverge with its own critical exponentns . It is
important to note that this approach is equivalent to using
cj'

4 q'
4 term withc as a free parameter, since Eqs.~2! and~4!

are algebraically identical withjs5c1/4j' . Indeed, Nounesis
et al. @22# showed that the temperature dependence ofc1/4j'

can be fit nicely by a single power law. Since both a
proaches are equivalent, the contradiction mentioned ab
in the interpretation of the temperature behavior of the tra
verse line shape is artificial. However, it was claim
@24# that fixingc at its average value or at zero gives rise
noticeably larger values of the critical exponents. Their v
ues obtained withc50 increased from 0.82 to 0.93 forn i ,
from 0.58 to 0.74 forn' , and from 1.38 to 1.64 forg com-
pared to the values obtained whenc was left free. This dis-
agrees with the results@22,23# mentioned earlier, where no
significant change of the values of the critical exponents w
observed.

To conclude, the empirical structure factor given by E
~2! has the simplest form and it quite adequately descri
the experimental x-ray profiles. Currently, there is no the
which predicts this precise form of the transverse line sha
For that reason, the introduction of an independent corr
tion lengthjs does not seem to be justified and would on
further complicate the matter.

Knowing the correct form of the structure factor is nece
sary but not sufficient to obtain reliable values of the cor
lation lengths and susceptibility. The experimental resolut
has to be taken into account in the data analysis to ext
j i ,' andso . In the close vicinity of the transition, the reso
lution function becomes especially important. For examp
Als-Nielsen et al. @19# first claimed that the critical expo
nentsn i and n' were identical and exhibited a crossov
from 3d-xy to mean-field values on approachingTNA . How-
ever, these conclusions did not remain valid, when the c
rect form~Lorentzian! of the longitudinal resolution function
was used to reanalyze the data.

The effective resolution function in an x-ray scatterin
experiment near the NA transition depends on two facto
The first comes from the instrumental resolution of the x-r
7-3
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PRIMAK, FISCH, AND KUMAR PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051707 ~2002!
spectrometer and the second from the imperfect alignmen
the sample. The layers in different~fluctuating! correlated
volumes ~domains! of the incipient smectic phase in th
nematic phase are not perfectly parallel to each other
have a finite distribution, which is referred to as mosaic d
tribution or the mosaicity.

In x-ray experiments, longitudinal (qi) and transverse
(q') scans are performed above the NA transition. Durin
qi-scan, both the sample and the detector are rotated si
taneously, so the detector measures scattering from the s
smectic domains which satisfy the Bragg condition. Sin
the width of theqi-scan is proportional toj i

21 @see Eq.~2!#,
it decreases asT approachesTNA until it reaches the value o
the longitudinal instrumental resolution,Dqi . On the other
hand, the sample is rotated during aq'-scan to affect latera
changes inqW . Far fromTNA , where the mosaicity effect is
small, the width of theq'-scans is roughly proportional t
j'

21 @see Eq.~2!#. However, close toTNA the mosaicity be-
comes significant and the width ofq'-scans saturates at th
mosaicity limit, say,DqM , rather than at the instrumenta
transverse resolutionDq' . Since typical high-resolution
x-ray spectrometers haveDq'&1025 Å21, the effective
transverse resolution in the scattering plane is always de
mined by the sample mosaicity. Thus, the mosaicity sets
lower boundary on the reduced temperature below which
liable values ofj i ,' andso can no longer be obtained.

All previous x-ray studies@10# of critical behavior near
the NA transition have been performed in a magnetic fi
rangeB;0.1–0.8 T with the reported values of the mosa
ity full width at half maximum ~FWHM! (DqM) varying
from 1.7° (631023 Å21) @25# to 0.1° (431024 Å21) @26#.
These values are substantially larger than the instrume
transverse resolutionDq';1025 Å21. In the first study
@25#, low magnetic fieldsB.0.08 T andB.0.18 T were
used to align the samples. The mosaic width was estim
from the limiting transverse line width ast→0 and was as-
sumed to be temperature independent fort.0. Davidov
et al. @25# mentioned that the last assumption was likely
poor approximation far fromTNA . The mosaicity profile was
modeled by a Gaussian of the corresponding width and
cluded in the data analysis to deconvolve the structure fac
The correction was found to be negligible over the compl
temperature range (531025,t,131023) for the 0.18 T
experiment. However, it was substantial fort,231024 for
the 0.08 T measurements.

Mosaicity was also taken into account by Chanet al. @23#
who used a 0.45 T aligning field. They argued that the n
rowest observed mosaicity (0.4°.931024 Å21 FWHM!
remains unchanged in the nematic phase. This argument
based on the assumption that the precise sample alignme
or above the transition temperature, though unknown, sho
depend only on the uniformity of the magnetic field. T
Gaussian mosaicity correction used in Ref.@23# affected the
points wherej'

21 was less than or comparable to the mo
icity width. However, the corrected results did not impro
the power-law fits and, in fact, made them slightly worse.
addition, when the transition temperature was allowed
vary, the critical exponents became identical to the val
05170
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obtained without mosaicity corrections. From these findin
Chan et al. concluded that corrections for mosaicity we
smaller than the precision of their experiments.

The insignificanceof mosaicity corrections was also re
ported in several other papers. Kortanet al. @26# observed a
mosaicity range from 0.1° to 0.4° in a 0.4 T field. The
conclude that the correction for mosaicity did not alter t
results when the mosaicity was less than 0.001qo (qo
50.0206 Å21) and only affected the points closest toTNA .
Ocko et al. @21# performed experiments with various align
ing field strengths~0.6–0.8 T! for some of the samples. The
concluded that the critical behavior in the nematic phase
not depend on the field strength, although the mosaicity
the smectic phase did. Therefore, they assumed that the
fects of mosaicity in the nematic phase can be neglec
Chen et al. @27# reported the mosaicity widths 2.24° (9.
31023 Å21), 0.72° (3.031023 Å21) and 0.26° (1.1
31023 Å21) for their three samples studied in a 0.25
field. They applied a Gaussian mosaicity correction for
0.72° mosaicity sample. The exponents obtained after m
icity correction were essentially identical to those for t
sharpest mosaicity (0.26°) but without using mosaicity c
rection.

Unlike the results discussed above, Bouwman and de
@24# indicated that correction for the mosaicity has a stro
influence on the extracted parameters. They studied the
transition for two different materials in a 0.4 T field an
obtained the mosaicity values of 0.4° (1.531023 Å21) for
one and 0.56° (2.031023 Å21) ~for a different sample!.
Since the experimental mosaicity profiles were well d
scribed by a Lorentzian, Bouwman, and de Jeu use
Lorentzian rather than Gaussian mosaicity correction. T
corrected values of the critical exponents for the mate
with the wider mosaicity of 0.56° increased from 0.82
0.91 for n i from 0.58 to 0.72 forn' and from 1.38 to 1.62
for g. The corrections for the material with narrower mos
icity (0.4°) affected only the values ofn' andg. Concerned
with the large effects of mosaicity corrections, Bouwman a
de Jeu questioned the validity of the assumption that
sharpest mosaicity observed remains unchanged in the n
atic phase. They argued that the mosaicities in the two ph
have different origins. The mosaicity in the smectic phase
caused by effects of the boundaries penetrating into the b
of the sample. On the other hand, the penetration length
defects in the nematic phase is of the order of microns
the mosaicity in the nematic phase should only depend
the nonuniformity of the magnetic field. Thus, the direct
distribution in the nematic phase should be close to ze
while the limiting linewidth of aq'-scan should depend o
temperature gradients in the sample. Using these argum
Bouwman and de Jeu concluded that the measured mosa
is an overestimation.

So far, we have only discussed the consequences of
mosaicity correction on the values of the critical exponen
A different effect of the mosaicity on the line shape of tran
verse x-ray scans was pointed out by Dasgupta@12#. During
time evolution of his Monte Carlo simulation of the NA tran
sition, parts of the system sometimes fluctuate into the vic
ity of one of the ground states corresponding to small glo
7-4
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EFFECT OF MOSAICITY IN X-RAY STUDIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051707 ~2002!
rotations of the system. These fluctuations cause the s
lated correlation functiong(q') to fall off faster than a
Lorentzian for relatively large values ofq' while g(qi) re-
mains unaffected. Dasgupta showed that the imposition
constraints, which suppress these fluctuations, bringsg(q')
closer to the Lorentzian form and also causes an increas
j' . He suggested that similar effects in real systems may
produced by the sample mosaicity. He argued that the e
of averaging over a sample with finite mosaic distributi
would essentially be the same as that of time averaging
ing evolution where parts of the system undergo small u
form rotations. He also claimed that convoluting a Loren
ian with a Gaussian mosaicity function produces
lineshape in experiments. Based on this analysis, it was
gested that a careful experimental study of the effects
mosaicity should provide important insight into the puzzli
critical behavior at the NA transition.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In our study, we used two mixtures of the sixth and se
enth members of the 4,48-dialkylazoxybenzene~DnAOB!
homologous series, as well as 4-n-octylcyanobiphenyl
~8CB!. Their chemical formulas are shown in Fig. 1. Th
three members of the DnAOB series (n56,7,8), which are
also referred to as D6AOB, D7AOB, and D8AOB exhibit
simple isotropic-N-SmA phase sequence. The sixth homol
has the widest nematic range withTNA /TNI50.88. Light
scattering studies@28# of the twist elastic constant provid
evidence that the NA transition in D6AOB is continuous
within at least 0.1 mK. The optical birefringence@29,30#,
diamagnetic susceptibility@31#, and x-ray measurements@27#
on D6AOB and D6AOB1D7AOB mixtures were also con
sistent with second-order behavior. However, the SmA ph
in pure D6AOB is monotropic and addition of*10%wt
D7AOB is necessary to ensure the SmA phase stability
quired for x-ray measurements. We prepared 15 w

FIG. 1. Chemical formulas of 4,48-dialkylazoxybenzene
~DnAOB! homologous series and 4-n-octylcyanobiphenyl~8CB!.
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~D6.15AOB! and 40 wt%~D6.4AOB! mixtures of D7AOB
in D6AOB with TNA /TNI50.89 and 0.91, respectively. Here
D6.xAOB represents a mixture of D6AOB and D7AOB
with x being the weight fraction of D7AOB. The results of
previous study@31# indicated that the NA transition become
first order for approximately 46% concentration of D8AO
in D7AOB. Thus, both of our mixtures had the NA trans
tions well removed from the tricritical point and were goo
candidates for critical behavior studies. The NA transition
8CB (TNA /TNI50.98) is believed to be very close to th
tricritical point @21,32# and perhaps weakly first order@33–
36#. It was studied to compare the results of high-field me
surements with previous results obtained by x-ray@21,25#
and light scattering@37#. The values ofTNA for all three
samples were in the convenient;20–30 °C range.

The x-ray scattering experiments were done using a
kW Rigaku RU-200 rotating anode generator, a two-cir
Huber goniometer with a pair of Si~111! single crystals as
monochromator and analyzer, and a 5 T superconduc
magnet. A schematic diagram is presented in Fig. 2.Ka lines
emitted by the target~Cu or Mo! Bragg diffracted from the
monochromator. Severalxy slits were used to collimate th
beam and define its crosscection. The slitS3 before the mag-
net was also used to block the CuKa2 line. This resulted in
essential loss of intensity (;75% due to partial overlapping
of the two lines! but simplified the data analysis. Unfortu
nately, we could not block the MoKa2 line as it was spa-
tially too close toKa1 line and the loss of intensity wa
unacceptable. The monochromatic and well collimated x-
beam impinged on the sample placed inside the oven inse
in the superconducting magnet. The magnet had a spe
split-coil design, which features horizontal field and two o
thogonal horizontal bores. The x-ray beam passed thro
one of the bores, while the field was parallel to the axis of
second bore. The magnet was mounted on theu circle of the
two-circle Huber goniometer. The anglesu and 2u were
changed with a precision of 0.000 25°. X-ray photons sc
tered from the sample were Bragg reflected from the a
lyzer and counted with a Na~Tl!I scintillation detector. To
avoid effects of any power fluctuations in the x-ray sour
the intensity of the scattered beam was measured agains
incident monochromatic beam flux.

The longitudinal resolution of the spectrometer wasDqi
.231024 Å21 FWHM. For the Cu target, the longitudina
resolution function has a single peak corresponding to the
Ka1 line, which is well described by a sum of three Loren
zians @21# convoluted with the energy broadening Lorent
FIG. 2. The x-ray scattering setup.
7-5
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PRIMAK, FISCH, AND KUMAR PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051707 ~2002!
ian. However, for the Mo target, both lines of the MoKa1,2

doublet can be resolved because of dispersion at non
angles, and the longitudinal resolution was modeled b
sum of six Lorentzians. The transverse in-plane resolutio
smaller by a factor of sinu (;40 times foru;1.5°) than the
longitudinal resolution and can be approximated by a d
function. However, in practice, the resolution in the tran
verse direction is limited by the sample mosaicity rather th
the instrumental resolution. The effective transverse res
tion and, thus, the sample mosaicity, was measured and
used in the data analysis. The out-of-plane instrumental r
lution can be modeled by the convolution of two squa
waves, which produces a trapezoidal function, usually
proximated by a Gaussian@9,24#. Our calculations gave the
Gaussian widthsz.431022 Å21 for the CuKa1 line and
sz.831022 Å21 for the Mo Ka doublet. In principle, the
vertical resolution may also be affected by the sample mo
icity, which should have similar shape in all directions p
pendicular to the aligning field. However, the mosaic
width is almost always negligible compared to the inst
mental values ofsz .

The sample, typically 1 mm thick and 6 mm in diamet
was sealed between two thin (;8mm) Mylar sheets space
with a Teflon O-ring. The Mylar windows and theO-ring
were held between two aluminum plates, thus sealing
sample. The sample cell was placed inside a two-stage o
and the oven was inserted horizontally in the supercond
ing magnet. The sample was positioned exactly in the ce
of the magnet.

The sample was first heated to the isotropic phase
then cooled down slowly in the presence of a predetermi
magnetic field to a temperature about 3 K aboveTNA . In
order to make measurements in different fields, the magn
field was first lowered to 0 T, the sample temperature w
then raised to the isotropic phase, and then the ma
charged to a new field. This precaution was necessar
avoid any possible memory~remnant alignment! effects in
the sample.

The two-stage cylindrical oven, 5.59 long and 1.99 in di-
ameter was specially designed to fit inside the 29 magnet
bore. The inner stage had beryllium windows and the ou
stage openings were covered with thin Mylar films. Bo
stages were controlled independently by home-made t
perature controllers. The temperature of the outer stage
set about 1° belowTNA , while the inner stage temperatu
was monitored and controlled by the computer during
experiment. The temperature stability was found to be&
61mK over a long term~24 h! and&60.5 mK over a short
term ~1 h!.

The D6.15AOB sample had a phase transition tempe
ture ;20 °C, a few degrees below the room temperature
order to control the temperature of this sample, two cool
coils made of thin copper tubing were inserted inside
magnet bore, one on each side of the oven. A refrigera
circulating bath was used to flow cold liquid at a consta
temperature through the coils in order to lower the ambi
temperature outside the oven to;15 °C.

Very nearTNA a sample temperature gradient should
sult in ‘‘appearant’’ coexistence of theN and SmA phases
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The scattering from theN phase and the quasi-Bragg scatte
ing from the SmA phase give different contributions
q'-scans. As a result, in the presence of large enough t
perature gradient the q'-scans should display a sharp smec
spike on top of a relatively broad nematic peak. If the gra
ents are larger than the temperature stability very nearTNA ,
q'-scans for at least one temperature point should exh
this ‘‘spikey’’ shape. The signature of such coexistence
havior was, indeed, observed in the preliminary studies d
with a one-stage oven without Be windows~see Fig. 3!.
However, it has not been seen with the two-stage oven
scribed above. Thus, we concluded that temperature gr
ents in our experiments were less than 0.1 mK/mm.

Small drift in the phase transition temperature was o
served in all three samples and taken into account in the
analysis. The initial drift in the D6.15AOB sample was abo
5 mK/day but stabilized at 0.5 mK/day for subsequent sc
of this sample. The D6.4AOB sample had aTNA drift of 3
mK/day for a large part of the measurements. Later it
duced to the same small rate;0.5 mK/day. Finally, the 8CB
sample had the drift rate of 2 mK/day. This slight drift
transition temperatures could be related to sample decom
sition.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By charging the superconducting magnet at different c
rents we could vary the applied magnetic field over a la

FIG. 3. Transverse in-plane scans for 8CB very nearTNA ob-
tained using a one-stage oven without Be windows. The ‘‘spik
appearance indicates the coexistence of theN and SmA phases, i.e.
the presence of temperature gradients.
7-6
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EFFECT OF MOSAICITY IN X-RAY STUDIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051707 ~2002!
0.25–5 T range and study the field dependence of the sam
mosaicity. Figure 4 shows the sharpestq'-scans at different
fields for the D6.15AOB sample. These were recorded at
experimental temperature closest toTNA and normalized for
easy comparison. Sincej'→` at TNA and the correlation
function S(q') @see Eq.~2!# becomes infinitely sharp, thes
scans represent the effective transverse resolution at diffe
field strengths and their widthDqM(B) is closely related to
the mosaicity width at the transition. It is important to no
that the 5 T scan is several times sharper than the longit
nal resolutionDqi and is essentially limited by the instru
mental transverse resolution@DqM(5T);Dq'#. The 5 T
scan was better fit by a triple Lorentzians just as the res
tion limited qi-scan, while all other scans were reasona
well fit by a single Lorentzian. The use of a 5 T field im
proved the effective~mosaicity limited! transverse resolution
by 80 times compared to a 0.1 T field used in Ref.@25# and
by 60 times compared to a 0.25 T field used in Ref.@27#.
Thus, the effects of sample mosaicity on the 5 T data w
found to be negligible. However, the sample mosaicity
came more important in low-field experiments.

To make this argument quantitatively, we found it reaso
able to define the reduced temperaturetM , at which the ef-
fects of mosaicity become significant. As we have discuss
the scattering from smectic fluctuations in the nematic ph
is well described by the structure factorS(qW ) given by
Eq. ~2!. The mosaicity effects have to be considered wh
the width ofS(q') ~roughly proportional toj'

21) is compa-
rable toDqM . Sincej' is known to diverge asj'

o t2n', we

FIG. 4. The sharpestq'-scans for D6.15AOB obtained at th
temperature point closest toTNA and normalized for comparison
These scans represent the effective transverse resolution at diff
fields. The solid lines are the fits to a triple Lorentzian~5 T! and a
single Lorentzian~other fields!.
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can estimatetM from the condition j'(tM);(DqM)21,
which givestM;(j'

o DqM)1/n'. Thus, the mosaicity correc
tions become important and should be taken into acco
if t&tM is accessed during an x-ray experiment. On
other hand, they are expected to be insignificant
data points in the regiont.tM . We have to point out tha
for the typical value n';0.6 the estimate
gives tM(5 T)/tM(0.25 T);@(DqM(5 T)/DqM(0.25 T)#1/n'

.(1/60)1/0.6.1023. Therefore, a 5 T field allows one to ac
cess three more decades of reduced temperature than a
T field. However, there are two more characteristic redu
temperatures in experiments. The first is the temperature
bility DT of the oven (ts;DT/TNA), while the second is
related to the longitudinal instrumental resolutionDqi and
can be estimated ast i;(j i

oDqi)
1/n i. The largest value out o

ts , tM andt i sets the lower boundary on the range of reduc
temperature, where reliable data can be obtained.

The critical divergence of the correlation lengths and s
ceptibility in the D6.15AOB sample was studied under thr
different strengths of magnetic field~5 T, 0.5 T, and 0.25 T!.
The longitudinalqi-scans and in-plane transverseq'-scans
were performed over;3.5 decades of reduced temperatu
To obtain reasonably good statistics the counting time va
from ;6 h per scan far fromTNA (t;1022) to ;30 min per
scan in the close vicinity ofTNA (t;1025). The representa-
tive scans in the different regions oft for the 5 T experiment
are shown in Fig. 5. The data were first analyzed with
mosaicity correction by fitting bothqi- andq'-scanssimul-
taneouslyto the convolution of the structure factor given b
Eq. ~2! with the instrumental resolution function. Data anal
sis was carried out with the commercial software packa
C-PLOT @38# and Mathematica@39#, which both produced al-
most identical results. The fitting parameters were the co
lation lengthsj i ,' , the susceptibilityso , the fourth-order
coefficientc, the smectic wave vectorqo ~nearly temperature
independent in our studies!, and a constant background term
Fixing the values ofqo at the experimental value did no
influence the fitting results. Using this procedure for eve
temperature, we obtained the temperature dependence
j i ,' and so for different magnetic fields. The phase trans
tion temperature was located with 1 mK precision by mo
toring the width and the shape of theq'-scans. Upon enter
ing the SmA phase the alignment imposed by the magn
field is distorted by thermal expansion and boundary effe
penetrating into the bulk. As a result, theq'-scans become
slightly wider and often asymmetric immediately belo
TNA . Thus, the transition was identified by the sharpestq'

scan, while the appearance of the asymmetric shape~see Fig.
6! provided extra evidence for the system entering the S
phase.

Figure 7 shows the log-log plots of the dimensionle
quantitiesqoj i ,'(t) and so(t). Here, the reduced tempera
ture t was calculated using the experimental value ofTNA .
The 5 T data fall on straight lines indicating simple powe
law divergences, i.e.,so5so

ot2g, j i5j i
ot2n i, and j'

5j'
o t2n'. As expected, no mosaicity effects were seen in

5 T data, which are int@tM;1028 regime. These data ar
free from the effects of sample mosaicity and represent

ent
7-7
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PRIMAK, FISCH, AND KUMAR PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051707 ~2002!
true divergence of the correlation lengths and the susce
bility. On the contrary, the low-field data at 0.5 T and 0.25
clearly indicate the signature of mosaicity. Far from the tra
sition, in t.tM region, the mosaicity effects are insignifica
and the values ofj i ,' andso for high and low fields are the
same. However, as one approaches the transition and e
the t&tM regime aroundt;1025, the effects of mosaicity
become important and cause the bending of the cu
j i ,'(t) andso(t) away from the 5 T data. Similar behavio
was also observed@21# in weekly first-order systems. How
ever, our previous arguments and the 5 T results comple
rule out this possibility for D6.15AOB. It is important t
note that this bending is a pure artifact of sample mosai
and has nothing to do with any type of crossover behavi

The low-field data must be properly corrected for the m
saicity in order to ‘‘unbend’’ the curves and restore the tr
values ofj i ,'(t) and so(t). One must be cautious again
fitting the low-field data to straight lines and treatingTNA as
a fitting parameter. This can artificially yield single powe
law fits by forcing the best fit value ofTNA

f it to be significantly
lower than the experimental valueTNA

expt. The larger the effect
of mosaicity, the larger is the differenceDTNA5TNA

expt

2TNA
f it . For 5 T field, we foundDTNA<0.5 mK, which is

well within experimental uncertainty. However, for the 0.2
T data the average value ofDTNA is about 3 mK and is much

FIG. 5. Representative longitudinalqi- and transverse in-plan
q'-scans for D6.15AOB in a 5 T field at different values of th
reduced temperaturet. The solid lines are the fits to the structu
factor Eq.~2! convoluted with the appropriate resolution function
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larger than the uncertainty inTNA
expt. Clearly, fitting the

mosaicity-affected results to straight lines with floatingTNA
produces wrong transition temperatures. This causes the
points to shift to larger values of reduced temperature m
ing it impossible to approach as close to the transition
allowed by the temperature stability~see Fig. 8!. This seems
to be the case in the majority of previous x-ray studi
where the data points were shown only for the ranget
*1025 with the reported temperature stability of 1 mK~or
smallestt;331026).

To correct the D6.15AOB data for the effects of th
sample mosaicity, the smectic structure factorS(qW ) was con-
voluted with the instrumental resolution function and t
sample mosaicity modeled by a Gaussian. The Gaussian
saicity width sM was first set to the width of the sharpe
q'-scans~i.e., sM5DqM) as it has been previously don
@25,23,27#. The corrections for the 5 T data were found to
negligible, in full agreement with our expectations. On t
other hand, the mosaicity correction withsM5DqM applied
to the low field data resulted in unexpectedly large chan
in the values of the correlation lengths and the susceptibi
Not only the fits to the data very nearTNA produced ex-
tremely large values ofj i ,' andso with *100% uncertain-
ties, but also the rest of the data were found to have unr
istically larger values ofj i ,' andso than the corresponding

FIG. 6. The transverse in-planeq'-scans for samples in a 5 T
field very near the transition. The assymetry in shape is a c
indication of entering the smectic-A phase, where the sample deve
ops domain structure. The solid Lorentzian lines are symme
guides for the eye.
7-8
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EFFECT OF MOSAICITY IN X-RAY STUDIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051707 ~2002!
5 T values~see Fig. 9!. These calculations indicate that fixin
the mosaicity widthsM from the sharpestq'-scan is not a
proper correction for the mosaicity. It is interesting to no
very large effects of the mosaicity correction previously
ported by Davidovet al. @25#. Bouwman and de Jeu@24# also
obtained very large corrections forj' andso which resulted
in ;10% increase in the values ofn' and g. In addition,
Chanet al. @23# mentioned that the mosaicity correction d
not improve the power-law fits, but made them wor
Clearly, previous researchers had encountered sim
anomalies in data analysis.

Since the traditionalsM5DqM correction failed, we tried
a different approach. We chose one data point in the vicin
of the transition and variedsM until the corrected values o
j i ,' and so became close to the corresponding values
tained with 5 T field. Once such a value ofsM had been
found, it was used to correct the rest of the data. Using
procedure, we obtained an excellent agreement~see Fig. 10!
between the corrected low-field data and the mosaicity fre
T data. In addition, the average values ofTNA

f it obtained with
this method were less than 0.5 mK away fromTNA

expt giving us
another half decade of useful data. However, the value ofsM
necessary to obtain such a good agreement was roughly
times smaller than measuredDqM for both sets of the low-
field ~0.5 T and 0.25 T! data. Thus, our results support one
the previously used assumptions that the mosaicity w
does not vary with temperature in theN phase, but revea
that the actual mosaicity width is significantly smaller th
the width of the sharpest q'-scanDqM . This is consistent

FIG. 7. Log-log plots ofqoj i ,' andso vs reduced temperaturet
for D6.15AOB without a mosaicity correction at different field
(qo50.237 Å21). The solid lines are the single power-law fits fo
the 5 T data only. The bending of the low-field data att&1025 is
due to the mosaicity effect.
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with the Bouwman and de Jeu@24# assumption that the
sharpestq'-scan overestimates the mosaicity.

The values of the critical exponents obtained for t
D6.15AOB sample wereg51.4660.04, n i50.7960.02,
n'50.6960.02. The temperature dependences ofj i ,' and
so are described well by single power-laws over;3.5 de-
cades of reduced temperature. Reliable values ofj' far away
from the transition could not be obtained, because in t
region the q'-scans required a wide range of scatteri
angles which were not accessible because of the magnet
dimensions. Though the truncated q' scans, fitted simulta-
neously with qi-scans, produced larger uncertainties in t
values ofj' , they were very useful and helped to obta
correct values ofj i and so . The reported errors in the ex
ponents were estimated from temperature range shrink
The values ofn i andn' appear to be slightly larger than bu
within the range of error bars of the valuesn i50.7560.05
andn'50.6560.05 previously reported for a slightly differ
ent concentration D6.1AOB@27#. This small increase can b
attributed to the different mosaicity correction. It is not re
sonable to expect a large manifestation of mosaicity, sinc
small number of mosaicity-affected data points nearTNA can
not significantly change the values of the critical exponen

The critical divergence ofj i ,' and so in the D6.4AOB
sample was also studied under different fields~5 T, 0.75 T,
and 0.5 T!. These studies were done using the Mo targe
access a wider q' range. Peaks corresponding to the tw

FIG. 8. Log-log plots ofqoj i ,' andso vs t5(T2TNA)/TNA for
D6.15AOB in a 0.25 T field without a mosaicity correction. Tw
sets of plots correspond to the values ofTNA determined from ex-
perimentTNA

expt and from fits with floatingTNA (TNA
f it ). The solid

lines are the single power-law fits withTNA
f it . As the experimental

curves are forced to ‘‘unbend,’’ the data points shift away from th
true values on thet axis.
7-9
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PRIMAK, FISCH, AND KUMAR PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051707 ~2002!
Ka1 and Ka2, lines were resolved in theqi-scans close to
the transition. The fits were obtained the same way as for
D6.15AOB sample but included one extra adjustable par
eter for the intensity ratio of the twoKa lines, while the
separation between the two peaks (}qo) was calculated. The
results obtained without mosaicity correction are shown
Fig. 11, where the averageTNA

f it was only 0.4 mK away from
TNA

exp. Since the Mo target gave us access to a wider q'-range,
the values ofj' were not truncated at larget as in the case o
the D6.15AOB sample. Unfortunately, the Mo target dev
oped a pin-hole leak before we could perform scans at 0.2
field, where the effects of mosaicity are most profound. T
results for the D6.4AOB sample~at relatively higher fields!
were not noticeably affected by the mosaicity. This is co
sistent with the fact that the effective transverse resolutio
0.5 T for D6.4AOBDqM.6.031024 Å21 was almost half
of the valueDqM.1.131023 Å21 obtained for D6.15AOB
at the same field. Since the mosaicity effect at 0.5 T
D6.15AOB was already marginal and the value oftM @
}(DqM)1/n'# even smaller for D6.4AOB, the mosaicity a
fected regimet&tM was not accessed in our experiments
D6.4AOB. The temperature dependences ofj i ,' andso ob-
tained over almost four decades of reduced temperature~the
largest range oft for any x-ray study! are fit very well by
single power-laws suggesting the absence of any cross
behavior as predicted by theories. The values of the crit
exponents obtained for high~5 T! and low~0.5 T! fields are

FIG. 9. Log-log plots ofqoj i ,' andso vs reduced temperaturet
for D6.15AOB in a 0.5 T field are shown for both without a mos
icity correction and with the Gaussian mosaicity correctionsM

5DqM , where DqM is the width of the sharpestq'-scan. The
corrected values ofj i ,' and so very nearTNA became unrealisti-
cally large and could not be obtained because of big uncertain
(.100%) and very slow convergence of the fits.
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FIG. 10. Log-log plots ofqoj i ,' andso vs reduced temperatur
t for D6.15AOB at different fields . The low-field~0.5 T and 0.25 T!
data were corrected for mosaicity using the 5 T results as a re
ence. The appropriate Gaussian mosaicity width was found to
sM'DqM/3.5. The solid lines are the single power-law fits wi
the exponents given in the text.

FIG. 11. Log-log plots ofqoj i ,' andso vs reduced temperatur
t for D6.4AOB without a mosaicity correction at different field
(qo50.232 Å21). The solid lines are the single power-law fits wit
the exponents given in the text.
7-10
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EFFECT OF MOSAICITY IN X-RAY STUDIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051707 ~2002!
FIG. 12. Log-log plots ofqoj i ,' andso vs reduced temperatur
t for 8CB in a 5 T field without a mosaicity correction (qo

50.198 Å21). The solid lines are the single power-law fits with th
exponents given in the text.

FIG. 13. The transverse in-planeq' scan for D6.15AOB in a 5
T field at t5931026. The fits to the structure factor Eq.~2! con-
voluted with the appropriate resolution function are shown b
with the fourth order coefficientc being a fitting parameter (c
Þ0) and withc being fixed at zero. It is clear that thecÞ0 fit gives
a more adequate description of the experimental profile.
05170
the same. This indicates that there is no noticeable effec
the critical behavior up to a field of 5 T. Finally, the values
the critical exponents,n i50.7960.02;n'50.6760.02; and
g51.4460.04 for D6.4AOB are the same as those f
D6.15AOB within experimental errors. It appears that,
from the tricritical point, the critical exponents are the sam
for the two mixtures studied, and perhaps in general.

We have to admit here that critical behavior studies of
DnAOB mixtures are not complete without experimen
data on heat capacity. Such data would help to unders
the importance of corrections-to-scaling terms in describ
the NA transition. This was pointed out by Garlandet al.
@17#, who used both high-resolution x-ray diffraction an
heat capacity experiments to study several SmA mater
They showed that critical behavior of the correlation volum
j ij'

2 and the susceptibilityso could be equally well de-
scribed by simple power-law fits and fits, which use exp
nents fixed at 3d-xy values and corrections-to-scaling term
fixed at the values taken from the heat capacity data
theory of correction amplitude ratios. In our data analysis
only used simple power laws to describe the critical div
gence ofj i ,' ~and, hence,j ij'

2 ) andso . It would be inter-
esting to see if the analysis from Ref.@17# holds for the
DnAOB mixtures. It would also be interesting to check t
validity of the hyperscalingn i12n'522a, which appears
to be violated if the heat capacity data would show the 3d-xy
value ofa.

The critical divergence of the correlation lengths and s
ceptibility in the 8CB sample was studied only at a 5 T fie
The fits without the mosaicity correction are presented
Fig. 12, where the averageTNA

f it was 0.8 mK less thanTNA
exp.

The temperature dependences ofj i ,' and so were fit to
single power laws to calculate the critical exponentsn i

h

FIG. 14. The fourth order coefficientc for D6.15AOB vs re-
duced temperaturet at different fields.
7-11
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50.7060.02;n'50.5260.02; and g51.2460.04. These
values are in good agreement with the previous x-ray res
reported by Ocko@21# and Davidovet al. @25# and the results
from light scattering experiments of Spruntet al. @37#.

Now, as we have mentioned, Dasgupta@12# suggested tha
the non-Lorentzian behavior ofS(q') in the nematic phase i
related to the sample mosaicity and that a detailed exp
mental investigation of the effect of mosaicity on the x-r
scattering profile is required. Our experiments provide
good test of this assumption. If Dasgupta’s argument wer
hold, there should be a significant decrease in the valuesc
with increasing field. However, our studies of the thr
samples under 5 T field indicated that thecj'

4 q'
4 correction

term was necessary to obtain acceptable fits~see Fig. 13!.
Moreover, the high- and low-field values of the coefficienc
were essentially the same~see Fig. 14! ruling out any sig-
nificant effects of mosaicity on the x-ray scattering profile

VI. CONCLUSION

The critical exponentsg and n i ,' for the NA transition
were measured under a strong~5 T! field in materials with
both wide and narrow nematic ranges. The effective tra
verse resolution in a 5 T field was almost two orders
magnitude better than at low fields and was essentially
instrumental resolution. We have shown that use of a
field would allow one to access three more decades of
duced temperature~up to t;1028) compared to low-field
experiments before being strongly affected by mosaicity~but
.

tt
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e

05170
lts

ri-

a
to
f
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f
e
T
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the oven stability sets a considerably higher limit ont). The
high-field results were not affected by the mosaicity, wh
the effect of mosaicity on the low-field data for th
D6.15AOB sample was clearly observed. The proper Gau
ian mosaicity correction was found to be temperature in
pendent but significantly (;3.5 times! smaller than the
width of the sharpestq'-scan. No significant effects of mo
saicity on the values of the fourth-order coefficientc were
observed. The values of the critical exponents obtained fr
high- and low-field experiments were the same indicating
high-field quenching of the director fluctuations. For a
samples the divergence ofj i ,' andso over the whole range
(;4 decades! of reduced temperature were fit well by sing
power laws. Thus, our data did not exhibit any evidence o
crossover to the strongly anisotropic regime (n i52n') for
t,1025. The values of the critical exponents for D6.15AO
and D6.4AOB were found, within experimental uncerta
ties, to be the same indicating that different materials w
the NA transitions far from the tricritical point may have th
same exponents.
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